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A relatively simple model problem where a single electron moves in two relativistically-strong obliquely
intersecting plane wave-packets is studied using a number of different numerical solvers. It is shown that,
in general, even the most advanced solvers are unable to obtain converged solutions for more than about
100 fs in contrast to the single plane-wave problem, and that some basic metrics of the orbit show enormous
sensitivity to the initial conditions. At a bare minimum this indicates an unusual degree of non-linearity, and
may well indicate that the dynamics of this system are chaotic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the development of Chirped Pulse Amplification
lasers1–4, the field of ultra-intense laser-matter interac-
tions has grown considerably. Initially this technology al-
lowed the development of TW-scale lasers that breached
the 1018Wcm−2µm2, but subsequent progress has lead to
the construction of 10PW scale systems2, with 100PW
systems under development. The field now spans a large
number of sub-topics including laser wakefield accelera-
tion of electrons5, laser-driven ion acceleration6, laser-
driven x-ray7 and neutron sources, advanced inertial fu-
sion concepts such as Fast Ignition8, studies of both
Warm Dense Matter and Hot Dense Matter9, radiation
reaction studies, and even probing QED physics10,11. It is
likely that the latter topics in that list will become more
dominant as multi-PW facilities become fully operational
in the following years. Numerical simulation codes, par-
ticularly Particle-in-Cell (PIC) codes12,13, have been in-
strumental in driving the field forward, both in terms of
interpreting experiments and in making predictions that
have motivated crucial experimental work. Perhaps the
best known example of PIC’s predictive capabilities is
that of Pukhov and Meyer-ter-Vehn’s prediction14 of the
‘bubble regime’ of laser wakefield acceleration, which was
later validated by three different research groups5.
The PIC algorithm is itself dependent on a number
of algorithms, some of which were developed separately,
such as the Yee FDTD method15 for numerical electro-
magnetics. Importantly this includes a ‘particle-pusher’
algorithm which advances the macroparticles position
and momentum. The quality and capability of any in-
dividual PIC code will depend on the set of algorithms
chosen for these different components. A common choice
for the particle-pusher is the Boris method12. The Boris
method is a second order accurate leapfrog-type method
that is centred in time. It is a method that has enjoyed
considerable success, and which has been employed in
a number of different PIC codes including EPOCH16.
Developing higher order versions of the Boris method is
a non-trivial proposition, and it is has been questioned
whether or this endeavour would actually yield any seri-
ous benefits to laser-plasma or accelerator science17,18.
In the past few years however it has been recognized
that the Boris method has at least one serious defect,
namely that constant motion is not maintained in the
case of uniform crossed E 6= 0 and B 6= 0 fields (for the
choice of particle velocity for which a force-free scenario
is obtained). This was first identified by Vay19, who pro-
posed a variation on the Boris pusher that resolved this
issue. Later Higuera and Cary17 proposed an algorithm
that both solved the issue of the E × B velocity and
which also preserved phase-space volume (unlike Vay’s
method). Alongside these developments, Arefiev also
showed that considerable care needs to be taken in setting
the time step when integrating the orbits of an electron
in a relativistic laser pulse. Altogether these develop-
ments underline how the particle-pusher problem needs
careful study to ensure that particle-pusher algorithms
can be trusted when employed to study the strongly rel-
ativistic and highly complex configurations encountered
in ultra-intense laser-matter problems.
Despite these developments the methods of Vay and
Higuerra-Cary are still only second order accurate meth-
ods. For problems where the overall behaviour of the
system is quite ’regular’ this means that they will be
quite adequate in the majority of cases. What has not
been given so much consideration is whether the dynam-
ics can always be assumed to be sufficiently ‘regular’.
Some researchers have pointed out that some laser in-
teraction problems will have a ‘stochastic’ nature20–22,
this terminology appears to actually mean that the dy-
namics are chaotic23–25. If the Lyapunov time is larger
than the time-scale of interest then this is not a prob-
lem for numerical simulation. However if the Lyapunov
time becomes much shorter than the time-scale of interest
then the ability to predict future states of the system will
be highly limited even with very sophisticated numerical
solvers.
In this paper we present a relatively simple test prob-
lem for a single electron : two plane EM Gaussian wave-
packets that cross at an oblique angle and which are pi
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2out of phase. The electron is initially at rest and which
sits ‘off-axis’ by a fraction of the vacuum wavelength. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge this problem does not
have an analytic solution. We have studied the ability of
a number of leapfrog pushers, RK4 method, and more so-
phisticated adaptive algorithms to solve the electron or-
bits in this problem. We have found that, in general, all
of these solvers are only able to obtain converged orbits
for a fraction (<20%) of the total problem duration (100-
200 fs out of 1 ps). Complete converged orbits are only
obtained in a few cases, and usually only the RK4 method
(or better) is able to do this. A survey of the sensitivity
to initial conditions was carried out, and it was found
that there are regions of parameter space which exhibit
extreme sensitivity to initial conditions. This indicates
that this problem, however simple it may seem, in fact is
chaotic in nature, as expected given earlier studies20–22,
however in this case it would appear that the chaotic dy-
namics is severly problematic for numerical integration.
We suggest that this may have important ramifications
for both Vacuum Laser Acceleration (VLA)26–30 and Di-
rect Laser Acceleration (DLA)31–39.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL PROBLEM
We consider a problem where two relativisitically-
strong plane EM wave-packets intersect obliquely. We
want to study the relativistic motion of an electron that
is initially at rest. This can be described by the following
formulae for the electric fields of the incident waves:
E = E1 +E2, (1)
E1 = E cosψ1fenv,1 [− sin(θcb/2), cos(θcb/2), 0] , (2)
E2 = E cosψ2fenv,2 [sin(θcb/2), cos(θcb/2), 0] , (3)
where ψ1 = k1.r − ωLt + φ1, ψ2 = k2.r −
ωLt + φ2, k1 = [cos(θcb/2), sin(θcb/2), 0], k2 =
[cos(θcb/2),− sin(θcb/2), 0]. For the envelope functions,
we use fenv = exp(−(ψ/kL + 5cτL)2/(2cτL)). There are
corresponding magnetic fields in the z-direction. This
corresponds to two intersecting plane wave-packets that
are aligned obliquely to the x-axis with the E-field polar-
ized in the xy-plane in each case. The angle between the
wavevectors of the two wave-packets is θcb. For our base-
line problem we consider the case where E = 5ωLmec/e
(i.e. each plane wave-packet has a0 = 5), θcb =40
◦, λL =1
µm, and τL =20 fs. The two wavepackets are pi out of
phase, i.e. φ1 = 0, φ2 = pi. The electron is initially
at rest at x =0,z =0, and y = y0. A schematic of the
problem is shown in fig.1.
Since this problem is quite close to that considered
previously20–22, we should expect that chaotic dynamics
are likely to be encountered. A very significant differ-
ence with earlier studies is that the value of the normal-
ized vector potential in this case is significantly larger
(a > 5 here). However since Mendonca’s40 criterion is
FIG. 1. Schematic of the simulation set-up showing key pa-
rameters.
a1a2 >1/16 we expect that chaotic dynamics will only
be more prevalent in this problem.
III. ANALYSIS WITH STANDARD ALGORITHMS
In the first part of our study we have used the following
solvers : (i) the Boris pusher12, (ii) the Vay pusher19, (iii)
the Higuera-Cary pusher17, and (iv) the 4th order Runge-
Kutta (RK4) algorithm41, to study this problem. Note
that (i)–(iii) are formally 2nd order algorithms (although
they differ in their treatment of the E×B velocity) , and
only (iv) is formally 4th order. These were applied to
study the baseline case (case 1). We shall not re-state the
details of these here, and we refer the reader to the given
references for further details. We have tested and checked
our implementations, in particular by testing that they
reproduce the motion in a single plane wave-packet. The
baseline numerical integration is carried out over 18000
time steps with ∆t =0.05 fs. To examine convergence,
the time step is multiplied by a factor 1/M , and the
total number of time steps by M in order to keep the
total duration of the integration constant. In general, we
regard two trajectories as being converged if the variables
in question are within 5% of one another. All of these
solvers reproduce the analytic prediction for the single
plane-wave problem with M = 1 and the solutions of
each solver are practically identical.
For each solver we obtained solutions of M =1,2,4, and
8. The results for the Boris pusher, in terms of py are
shown in fig.2. By following sequence of cases, we can
see that the solution is not converging.
The behaviour of the Boris pusher is in sharp contrast
with the RK4 algorithm. The results of the RK4 al-
gorithm, also in terms of py, are shown in fig.3. Here
the four curves almost perfectly overlap, showing clearly
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FIG. 2. The results from the Boris Pusher for the baseline
case. Value of M for each line is shown in the legend. Solution
shows no sign of convergence with increasing M .
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FIG. 3. The results from the RK4 algorithm for the baseline
case. Value of M for each line is shown in the legend. All four
curves overlap almost perfectly, indicating extremely rapid
convergence.
that there has been very good convergence, and that it
has happened very rapidly.
The behaviour of both the Vay and Higuera-Cary push-
ers are shown in fig.s 4 and 5. By comparing fig.s 4 and
5 to fig. 3 we can see that, when M =8, both the Vay
and the Higuera-Cary pushers come very close to the so-
lution obtained by the RK4 algorithm. This should lead
to confidence in the solution obtained by the RK4 solver.
It is clearly good that both the Vay and Higuera-Cary
pushers are able to eventually reach this solution, how-
ever the rate of convergence is rather slow, and it requires
that one adopts a very small time (M =8) time step. In
figure 6 we directly compare the Vay, Higuera-Cary, and
RK4 solutions for M =8. As can be seen they all lie
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FIG. 4. The results from the Vay Pusher for the baseline case.
Value of M for each line is shown in the legend.
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FIG. 5. The results from the Higuera-Cary pusher for the
baseline case. Value of M for each line is shown in the legend.
extremely close to one another, showing that the Vay
and Higuera-Cary solvers are able to approach the RK4
solution, whereas the Boris solver cannot for M ≤ 8.
In the second part of our study we extended this to
multiple cases to see if these findings reflected a general
trend. As is evident from fig.s 2–5, even when conver-
gence is not obtained over the entire 900 fs, convergence
in fact can occur over a time period that is a fraction of
the total duration of the problem. When extending the
study we instead looked at the fraction of the problem
duration over which convergence was obtained (instead
of whether or not total convergence was obtained). The
results are summarized in table I, which shows the con-
vergence obtained for each case as a percentage of the
total problem duration (900 fs), and for each solver tried.
The special cases of the convergence obtained by the Vay
and Higuera-Cary pushers in the baseline case are noted
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the solutions from the Vay, Higuera-
Cary, and RK4 pushers for M =8, showing that, in the M =8
case, convergence is obtained.
Case Boris Vay Hig.-Cary RK4
1.a0 =5, y0 = λ/4, θcb = 40
◦ 14.7 100* 100* 100
2.a0 =5, y0 = λ/2, θcb = 40
◦ 11.1 11.0 9.1 12.1
3.a0 =10, y0 = λ/2, θcb = 40
◦ 12.8 13.3 12.9 100.0
4.a0 =10, y0 = λ/4, θcb = 40
◦ 10.2 10.2 11.3 17.8
5.a0 =5, y0 = λ/8, θcb = 40
◦ 10.9 11.6 11.6 17.6
6.a0 =10, y0 = λ/8, θcb = 40
◦ 10.8 11.9 11.9 17.1
7.a0 =5, y0 = λ/4, θcb = 60
◦ 11.6 11.9 11.7 14.0
8.a0 =5, y0 = λ/4, θcb = 80
◦ 9.3 9.3 9.8 16.6
9.a0 =5, y0 = λ/4, θcb = 20
◦ 14.8 14.8 14.8 41.3
10.a0 =5, y0 = λ/4, θcb = 10
◦ 48.7 48.3 49.0 62.5
TABLE I. Summary of results for different cases. Shown in
the percentage of the total problem duration for which a given
pusher is able to obtain convergence for M ≤8. The special
cases of the Vay and Higuera-Cary pushers in the baseline
case are noted by an asterisk.
by an asterisk.
From Table I we find that the baseline case unfortu-
nately represents a rather optimistic one from the point
of view of numerically solving this problem. In general
we found that even the RK4 pusher was unable to pro-
duce converged solutions for more than 18% of the prob-
lem duration. Converged solutions over the full duration
were only obtained by the RK4 solver in a couple of cases.
Also as the approach angle, θcb, becomes very small, it is
much easier to obtain convergence.
All the leapfrog solvers perform less well than the RK4
pusher. The differences between the three are usually
rather small (again suggesting that the baseline case,
happens to be a special case). It therefore appears that,
in general, the enhanced leapfrog solvers are not substan-
tially better at the crossed beam problem than the Boris
pusher.
We have also examined the effect that the different
FIG. 7. Distribution at 450 fs of ensemble calculation (see
text) for the case of the Boris solver.
FIG. 8. Distribution at 450 fs of ensemble calculation (see
text) for the case of the RK4 solver.
solvers have on distributions arising from an ensemble
of different initial conditions. This was done for 10000
different particles initialized at rest with the initial x-
position spanning -0.5 to +0.5λL (yinit = λL/4). The
problem was run up to 450 fs with M =1. Otherwise the
problem corresponds to the baseline case. We compared
the distributions that arose from using the Boris and the
RK4 solvers, which are shown in fig.s 7 and 8 respectively.
In the case of the RK4 solver we see that there is a
very strong spike at high energy, denoted as ’B’ in fig. 8.
This feature is absent in fig. 7, and instead we see a dif-
ferent feature denoated as ’A’ in this figure. Given that
the strongest accumulations of particles are completely
different for different solvers applied to the same ensem-
ble/problem, we can conclude that the issues observed
with single trajectories will lead to significant differences
in particles distributions as well.
5It therefore appears to be the case that the crossed
beam problem presented here represents a far harder test
than the single plane wave of single electron trajectory
calculation. To the best of the author’s knowledge this
is currently the hardest test case, at least specifically for
laser-plasma studies, as the conventional particle pushers
tested here are known to capable of producing fully con-
verged solutions (for M ≤ 8) over the full duration. This
is certainly the case for the single plane wave problem.
More importantly the results presented in Table I already
indicate the most likely reason as to why this problem is
so challenging : namely that the dynamics has become
chaotic. We see that, in the general case, a converged
solution can only be obtained for a short period of time.
We also see that there are strange isolated cases where a
full converged solution can be obtained. The observation
of these features motivated a more detailed study of the
problem.
IV. PARAMETER SCANS WITH ADVANCED
ALGORITHMS
In the second phase of this study, another class of
solvers was used, namely the MATLAB suite of ODE
solvers. In broad terms, applying these solvers to the
problem lead to results similar to those presented in
Sec. III, with convergence only obtained over a limited
period of time and for a small angle between the beams.
Out of the entire suite, ODE113 performed the best. This
solver is a variable-step, variable-order (VSVO) Adams-
Bashforth-Moulton Predictor-Corrector solver of order 1
to 13. It was found that convergence was reliably ob-
tained when the angle between the beams was limited to
no more than θcb = 30
◦. We have cross-checked the re-
sults obtained with ODE113 against the RK4 algorithm,
and found good agreement between the two.
In order to study the sensitivity to the initial condi-
tions, parameters scans were then carried out by varying
θcb, φ1, and φ2. For each set of initial conditions a calcu-
lation was run up to 200 fs. Two outputs were recorded
: (a) the ratio of the final displacement in y to that in
x (ry/rx), and (b) the time at which the maximum γ
occurred (τγ,max, normalized to the laser period). Two
types of scans were carried out, coarse and fine. For the
coarse scans, 100 points were used for each parameter
over a large range : ±pi for phases and 10–30◦ for θcb.
For the fine scans, a fraction of each range was used and
200 points were then used for each parameter. In all
other respects, the calculations are the same as the base-
line calculation described in Sec. II. By moving from the
analysis of Sec. III where we looked at 10 cases to these
parameter scans where we look at 10000-40000 cases per
scan, we can obtain a much clearer idea of how sensitive
this problem can be to the initial conditions.
In Fig.s 9 and 10 we show the results from a coarse
parameter scan of θcb and φ2 with φ1 held fixed at 0
◦.
The sub-figures show plots of fine parameter scans in the
FIG. 9. Results from parameter scan over φ2 and θcb in terms
of ry/rx. Main plot is a coarse scan, with fine scans as sub-
plots a and b.
FIG. 10. Results from parameter scan over φ2 and θcb in
terms of τγ,max. Main plot is a coarse scan, with fine scans
as sub-plots a and b.
regions indicated.
What we observe from these extensive parameters
scans is that the parameter space appears to consist of
two types of regions. There are regions where the results
of the calculations vary (relatively) slowly and smoothly
as the initial conditions are changed. Examples of these
are shown in the ‘a’ sub-figures in both fig. 9 and fig. 10.
There are also regions where small variations of the initial
conditions leads to gross changes in the results including
rapid changes in sign. Examples of these sub-regions are
shown in the ‘b’ sub-figures in both fig. 9 and fig. 10.
As we were observing strong point-to-point changes in
fig. 10(b) along θcb = 28
◦ we repeated this set of cal-
culations at twice the resolution in φ2 (i.e. now with
400 points in φ2 across the ‘fine’ range). The results are
shown in fig. 11. It can be seen that there is no improve-
ment in terms of being able to ‘resolve’ the detail in this
region.
We can summarize the results from this second phase
of the study as follows : (i) we have done an extensive
parameter scan of the initial conditions / problem pa-
rameters using an advanced ODE solver, (ii) this reveals
regions in parameter space that are very sensitive to the
6FIG. 11. Line-out of Fig.10(b) along θcb = 28
◦
initial conditions / problem parameters, (iii) we are not
able to ‘resolve’ this sensitivity by successively refining
the set of points over which we scan. These observations
suggest that we are actually looking at a system that
exhibits chaotic dynamics, as we expected from earlier
studies.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have examined an apparently simple
model problem in relativistic single electron motion rele-
vant to ultra-intense laser-plasma interactions, involving
two obliquely intersecting plane wave-packets. The find-
ings for this model problem, which are presented herein
can be summarized as follows:
1. Under a wide range of conditions converged solu-
tions cannot be obtained for a 1 ps period using a
wide range of different solvers including the Boris
method, 4th order Runge-Kutta, and the MAT-
LAB suite of ODE solvers.
2. Converged solutions appear to occur in isolated
ranges of problem parameters.
3. Converged solutions can, in general, only be ob-
tained over quite short durations, especially com-
pared to benchmarks such as the single plane-wave
problem where this is not an issue.
4. When extensive parameter scans are carried out
across initial conditions / problem parameters, it is
found that regions in parameter space exist where
there is a very high degree of sensitivity to these
initial conditions (or problem parameters).
5. Progressively increasing the resolution of these sen-
sitive regions does not lead to any improved reso-
lution of the highly sensitive region.
Our findings have, in the authors’ view, two main con-
sequences. Firstly, great care needs to be taken when us-
ing PIC codes to study laser-plasma interactions. Prior
to this study it was generally assumed that algorithms
such as the Boris pusher would produce reasonably accu-
rate results irrespective of the field configuration under
consideration. In light of this study, we no longer think
this can be assumed. We suggest that PIC simulations
are accompanied by complementary studies of the single
particle motion to ensure that converged orbits can be
obtained.
Secondly, these findings suggest that the root cause
of both the issues of convergence and the sensitivity to
initial conditions is at the very least indicative of ex-
treme nonlinearity, but it quite strongly suggests that
the dynamics of this problem are chaotic. This is entirely
consistent with earlier studies20–22, however these results
now indicate that it is quite easy for the Lyapunov time
to become sufficiently short that numerical integration
is inhibited. This would explain the very limited ability
of nearly all methods to obtain converged solutions, and
it also explains the very high sensitivity to initial condi-
tions. We do not claim to provide any rigorous proof that
the dynamics of this system are chaotic, only to submit
the results of numerical calculations that show that this
might be the case, and that further investigation should
be carried out. We do however draw the attention of
the reader to earlier studies where such detailed analy-
sis was carried out40. If this simple model problem is
indeed shown to have chaotic dynamics then this could
have quite profound implications for the field of ultra-
intense laser-plasma interactions, as it would then imply
that a number of laser-target configurations where there
are interfering laser fields would have the potential for
chaotic dynamics.
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